
Our company is hiring for an application product manager. Thank you in advance
for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward
to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for application product manager

Plan and execute market research activities, and maintain detailed
understanding of customer needs, competitive situation and technology
developments
Provide voice of customer input and drive the development of marketing
requirements, priorities, and plans for new product and sustaining
development
Partner with R&D, Operations and Customer Solutions to drive new product
development and sustaining efforts for on-market products
Work closely with Corporate Marketing, Regional Marketing, Sales and other
departments to develop and implement go-to-market strategies including
channel, positioning and messaging, pricing & promotion, training materials
and other sales enablement programs to achieve revenue targets
Collaborate with other application and system product managers to develop
and implement whole product solutions
Develop and maintain financial, unit forecasting, and pricing models
Establish and maintain successful relationships with key customers and
partners to ensure successful early adoption of new products
Monitor and analyze product mapping for content deficiencies and resolve
any gaps found
Serve as the product application process expert
Define, propose, and drive the business strategy for a large and growing
product family

Example of Application Product Manager Job
Description
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Ideally you are a trained application specialist with a senior certificate
It is an advantage if you possess knowledge of CT, MR and/ or Miyabi /
CombiSuite environment
You have experience in strategic planning and portfolio management
Furthermore you have substantial knowledge of project management
especially in regards to independently run projects and trainings
You are fluent in English (second language is an advantage)
Besides your excellent communication skills and interpersonal skills, with your
planning and organizing ability, you show team orientation within
international teams


